2:2
Sw say & dance

2:4
Ephesus
Sw swim stars
seven golden lampstands

2:5
church return:
Sw 0584
Zirkelsterns

2:6
Sw 0584
perseverance
Messinger,
Dessins
eternel, 
Zirkelsterns

2:7
Gt m(88)

2:8
Gt repent
Ni 1
anti
Zirkelsterns
Sw

2:9
Gt say & dance

2:10
(Voight Williams: Song of the Tree of Life)

2:11
Trumpet (imitate bugle)
Gt

2:12
church call
Gt

church return:
Sw 0584
Zirkelsterns

2:13
Greek

2:14
soft

2:15
(a little bell rings)

2:16
Gt see (x)

2:17
life

2:18
paradise
"Delphic registration" (used at conclusion of each of seven "letters to churches")

Kraehenbuehl algorithm for harmony based on Unicode spelling of name
2:8

Gt church call
Smyrna

2:9

2:10

"BE thou faithful unto death."

[ Mendelssohn, Paulus, 840 ]
'In Satan's midst curb immorality'
2:18

Church Call

Thyatira

Son of God

eyes of fire

Feet of bronze

2:19 [Seguin (1856) ‘Un Flambeau’]

I know your love,

your faith and perseverance but you tolerate Jezebel, self-proclaimed prophetesses of immorality
2:21  
Tez Aba
Sw

2:22  
Gt
Sw

mistaking my servants
Petruchio chant
Jezebel
repeats
not!
immorality
repeat

2:23  
Sw
Gt

2:24  
or be killed
(as I search your hearts)
deep things
of Satan:
don't go there
Lord Jesus quickly come we shall overcome the nations

[c.f. Manz]

2:27 [Ride on, King Jesus]

rule with iron rod
I'll give the morning star

"Delphic" 2:29